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The app space is crowded. Competition is fierce and too many (great) apps are going unnoticed amongst all the fast moving traffic, sounds familiar?
In such a fast paced and dynamic environment, it is vital you keep moving quickly.
You need to be able to react at the drop of a hat, as well as proactively implement
a well thought out strategy. Afterall, the average cost per install is estimated to be
around $2.4, and unfortunately 80% of those users never return to your app.

AVERAGE COST PER
INSTALL

2.4

80%

An effective and fast-moving user acquisition strategy is considered the holy-grail
for businesses these days – be it using a mix of channels that generate a consistent
flow of new users at a sustainable cost, or a forward-thinking tactic that gives your
product a real boost of users in a short period of time.
Thankfully, user acquisition doesn’t have to cost the earth. Despite the rapidly rising
CPI, there are a multitude of opportunities out there, just waiting for you to capitalise
on. And the best thing is they require little to no marketing spend as a lot of these
techniques are free.
At the end of this guide, we also look into an innovative user acquisition approach
that is guaranteed to boost your organic user acquisition!
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PREPARING
YOUR APP FOR
USER
ACQUISITION
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The following list of basics will go through some topics that you might have covered
several times, but hey, there might be a hidden gem in there! Let's see:

1

You must attract the right audience.
Make sure you know who you are targeting
and ensure your brand and tone of voice
match accordingly. To help you in this
task, create buyer personas, i.e. your ideal
app users personified. Whether it is the
keywords you write for your SEO and ASO
(App Store Optimisation), the websites
you may write guest posts for, or the sales
copy you write - if you aren’t considering
your buyer personas, you might well be wasting your time. Here’s a template from
Hubspot to get your started.

2

Research keywords for ASO that represent search terms that a potential customer
would use to discover your app or what your app does. The keywords placed in the
title should be the one with the heaviest search traffic. You should also use tools
like App Annie and Priori data to Monitor the app ecosystem and your competitors.
Keywords are critical since new app discovery methods include:
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Next up, focus on the remaining components of your ASO. Your app needs to
include a suitable catchy and unique title so that it ranks high in search results, an
honest and inviting description and stellar previews.

6

4

Make the sign-up process as frictionless
as possible. Don’t make your users
jump through hoops - hurdles can put
people off. Remove any barriers that
might frustrate you, as if you were in the
user’s shoes. If possible take advantage
of already existing social networks that
might serve as the login for your app.
After the user signs-up, continue with an
appealing user onboarding process.
Describe and show how to access the
benefits the user can get from your app.
Explain interactively the key and hidden
functionalities of your app, leaving
out the obvious features. Make this
process engaging and fun for the user.
Useronboard analyzes popular sign up
processes of apps and demonstrates
what to do (and what not to do) during the
sign-up process.

5

Ensure your app is optimized. This is
the most basic method that is often overlooked. It is the key to optimize an app for
maximum success. Make sure your overall file size does not take up the majority
of the user's storage space. The last thing you want is a user deleting your app
only because it takes up too much space on their mobile device. Aside from code
optimization, the user interface and experience also need to be perfected, as this is
how your app will be judged initially.
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Setup a landing page. The landing page will be your business card when you
announce your app. It is easier for a user to visit your page and get to know your
game than going straight for a download. It will serve to generate conversions from
search engines, social media and eventually ad campaigns. Be sure to make your
landing page minimalistic, featuring a preview video, Calls-to-Action and reviews.
Here is a good landing page example, from the hit game Candy Crush Saga:

8

Fig.3 - Candy Crush Saga landing page

Make sure it is easy for a user to invite their friends. When a user loves your app,
then they won’t hesitate to invite friends they know will love it too. Word of mouth
is still the most effective form of marketing, as it accounts for 50% of new iOS app
discoveries and 41% of new Android app discoveries. It’s free and in return you get
quality users. With popular chat apps such as Whatsapp, Facebook Messenger,
Line etc on the rise more than ever, now is the time to take full advantage of IM apps
untapped word of mouth marketing potential. (More on this topic later)
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LITTLE TO NO
MARKETING
SPEND.
IS THAT REALLY
POSSIBLE?
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In a word - yes. Highly successful businesses set themselves apart from those that
stutter or fail, by honing in on acquiring quality customers in the growth phase. It is
perhaps one of the single biggest marketing headaches of the modern world. You’ve
built your swanky app, now, how do you get all the shoppers past the window
shopping phase and get them to download and become an active user, without
breaking the bank?
Create a viral loop!		
Free channels have a massive untapped potential to grow your app. Why not
consider making your users the primary marketers? Create yourself a viral loop.
This method is effective because it is fast, cheap and self sustainable as users are
ultimately driven to generate more users. The basic science behind this theory is:
attract, capture, spread and grow.
But how can you implement a viral
loop? This needs to come into play
when you first start planning your
product. For any viral loop to work
you need strong social integration,
preferably with Facebook or Twitter.
Popular IM apps, such as Whatsapp,
are now also a good platform to setup
the viral loop mechanics. Remember,
you are slightly restricted in the app
space, unlike the web, but that’s not
to say you can’t get the viral loop
going, and keep it going. For more on
viral loops, check out Nir Eyal’s work
on how to build habit-forming products.
Let’s look at some tactics that follow Nir Eyal’s hook model, to help you build habit
forming products.
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TACTICS THAT SUPPORT THE HOOK MODEL
As shown above, the hook model consists of the following stages: Trigger (external
and internal), Action, Variable Reward and Investment. Let’s see tactics that make it
possible to include those stages in your app, and ultimately set-up a good viral user
acquisition loop.

1

External Triggers

These are triggers that are setup outside the app itself. We want
to spread reminders wherever we can, to make sure the user sees
something that makes him return to the app. After a while, with
repeated reminders, the user starts to develop the habit of opening the app every
time that trigger is presented.

Tactics
Push notifications: a well designed push notification acts as an external trigger,
ie, a reminder outside the app that serves to bring the user back. The secret here
is to make these notifications engaging for the user receiving them. Instead of a
message prompting the user to return to the app, clearly show that other people
are interacting with them, and want the user back in the app as soon as possible,
so the fun can continue. In other words, make your push notifications social for
optimal results. GetSocial’s social notifications have proven to outperform app based
notifications by as much as 2X.

2

Internal Triggers

Cleverly designed internal triggers will prompt engaged users’ attention,
creating the path to the action we desire. You want users to invite their
friends into the app, so they can continue moving forward in a game,
or gain extra app benefits. By placing internal triggers in the app logic itself you are
laying the foundations for an habit form app. Here is a list of commonly used internal
triggers.
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Tactics
Social competition: When it comes to games, people’s competitive nature is one
of the easiest character traits to exploit. A number of games in the app store already
rely on users competing via a leaderboard. Spread out the call to actions in your
app that incentivize this social competition factor. For example, sharing your new
highscore with a list of friends inside the app.
Social cooperation: We’ve all been there. You’re storming through Candy Crush
- to realise you can’t move any further because you’ve run out of lives again. The
answer? Ask your friends to help out, move you forward and unlock the next level.
Five requests later your journey to destroying those striped sweets is once again
underway.
Chat apps make for a perfect place where users can share their requests directly
to their friend circle. It’s a very intuitive way of making the request action seamless,
allowing a user to share the request and make it personal by adding context to the
invite within the chat app. Whatsapp, amongst many others, with 1 billion active
users, has now become a very lucrative channel to facilitate invites and sharing. Over
40% of all installs by GetSocial comes via Whatsapp.

3

Action

This is the Hook Model stage where Call-To-Action align with previously
designed internal and external triggers. By making the action very
intuitive and straightforward you are helping the user’s decision to act
upon it.

Tactics
Refer-a-friend: The goal here is to get your users to promote your app for you.
So the most important action is to make users refer-a-friend in order to satisfy the
internal and external triggers we have set up. Be careful though: do this by avoiding
the social media spam that is currently flooding social networks such as Facebook
and Twitter.
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Later on in this book we will reveal a good tool to make referrals and invitations a
breeze and make them seem like personal invites that result in a high rate of installs.
GetSocial provides contextual deep linking technology that allows app developers
to pass content to their app through install invites. This data can then be used
to provide new users with a custom experience when they open the app for the
first time. Personalizing the first app experience after install delivers a better user
experience and increases your sign-up conversions. What’s even better is that the
contextual deep linking technology works across all popular social networks and IM
apps!

4

Variable Reward

Consider what you are offering as a reward. How are you encouraging
your users to invite their friends? Free features? Free currency?
Whatever you choose to do, ensure the value of what they might
receive, plus the love for your product surpasses the cost of inviting their network.
Try to include rewards that make the user curious about what they will get! The
variable reward will increase the anticipation and surprise effect that the action will
bring to the user. If possible, show that your rewards might have a range, instead of
a fixed expected number.

Tactics
Faster progression: This is where you make a user wait a random amount of time
until he is able to proceed (trigger), or state that by going through the action you
have set up, the progression will be sped-up (reward). This can be in the form of level
progression or increased virtual currency.
Temporary access to paid features: If you set up a freemium model, this reward
will be very welcomed by your users. Let them trial your app’s most wanted
features. Some users will eventually transition fully into paid features, since they
will start investing time in that feature, others will be hooked into the trigger-reward
mechanism to retain access to the paid feature. Either way, it is a win-win situation!
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Investment

The investment phase involves users paying with something of value
(time, money, social capital, effort, emotional commitment, personal
data etc), which commits them to the usage of your app. A user that
has invited their friends and created a high emotional attachment to your app will
certainly use the app more intensively, initiating the right conditions for both internal
and external triggers.
Having everything well aligned, creates an important hook model in your app.

Tactics
Show user’s progress within the app: By showing your users their progress within
the app, they will realize how much time they have invested in it. At one point, the
user will have a hard time uninstalling the app.
By setting up the four stages of hook model in your app, you are in the right track to
generate a successful viral loop. Here’s a quick recap:

Next up, we will present a tool that makes setting a hook model in an app very easy.
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SHIFTING
FROM SOCIAL
MEDIA
MARKETING
TO IM
MARKETING
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If 2014 was the year of the selfie, then 2015 was the year of the Instant Messaging
(IM) apps . A user’s social graph extends beyond Facebook, as messaging apps
grow in popularity. Today Whatsapp garners over 1 billion monthly active users
followed by Facebook Messenger at 800 million and WeChat at 650 million each. So
tapping into such networks is of paramount importance for mobile app developers.
Remember the last time you looked at your IM apps? Your users are doing the same!

Did you know that 88% of users prefer to invite friends via popular
chat apps over Facebook? App invites are crucial to make your app
a success.

Whatsapp and the potential for using this seemingly uncommercial tool for marketing
is oblivious to many. The main objective is to connect people from around the world
- so what on earth can it do for your marketing?
Heads are turning, because generally, when a huge brand like Facebook, the most
sought after online marketing platform invested heavily in the instant messaging
service; they must have been doing it with good reason. As a result, we can only
expect that Whatsapp definitely has some commercial use for businesses, and
therefore, your app.
A number of brands, both big and small have started to look into the possibility of
using Whatsapp as a tool in their marketing strategy - and you should be doing the
same.
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MARKET
YOUR APP
VIA POPULAR
IM APPS LIKE
WHATSAPP
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Smart Invites
The referral mechanism that allows users to invite their friends into the app has to
be intuitive, easy to use and quick. We don’t want users to think that the reward they
are getting is not worth the hassle of going through the invitation process. Besides
being easy for the end-user to share invite with his friends, it also has to be easy for
you, the app builder, to include that feature into your app. Luckily, there is already
technology available that will make setting up and using your app invitations as easy
as possible, such as GetSocial’s Smart Invites.
With Smart Invites your app can easily and quickly handle the action / reward
mechanism needed to implement the Hook Model. It is a fully automated, completely
customizable and easy to run in-app referral system designed to boost your app
installs. It allows you to track and attribute installs while rewarding the users for the
same. Through contextual deep linking, you are also able to provide a first in-app
experience that the newly joined user will not forget! For a more in depth read on
GetSocial’s user acquisition tool, please visit this link.
In summary - creating a successful viral loop can take a long time to materialise
and should never be considered a completed project. There will always be ways to
improve and optimize your loop, so see it as a working progress. Ensure that you are
tracking all key events within your app and along the way, as data driven decisions
are essential. Whilst a viral loop is an inexpensive way to drive sharp organic
growth, it is very much an iterative process. Consider which social networks are
driving the most traffic, as well as which editorials / images drive the most engaged
conversations in order to scale your viral loop effectively.
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USER ACQUISITION GUIDE CHECKLIST
We have put together a quick checklist that you can follow to ensure your app is
ready for prime-time:
Preparing the app for User Acquisition
Create user personas
ASO: keywords, app title, app description, previews
Easy sign up
Appealing onboarding process
Landing webpage
Add in-app invitation mechanisms
Hook model tactics
External Triggers
Push notifications
Internal Triggers
Social competition
Social interaction
Action
Refer-a-friend
Variable Reward
Faster progression
Temporary access to paid features
Investment
Show user’s progress within the app
Hook model tools
Integrate GetSocial’s Smart Invites!
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SIGN UP TODAY!
GetSocial’s Smart Invite is a fully automated, customizable and easy to run in-app
referral system to boost your app installs and engagement. Encourage users to invite
their friends via a large variety of popular invite providers like: Whatsapp, Line, Kik,
Kakao, Twitter etc besides Facebook. Users referred by their friends from word of
mouth campaigns have almost double the retention rate of users acquired from ad
networks or cross-promotion advertisements.

SIGN UP FOR GETSOCIAL’S COMPLETELY FREE
USER ACQUISITION PRODUCT TODAY.

SIGN UP FOR FREE
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FREE USER
ACQUISITION

DOUBLE YOUR
RETENTION

INCREASE YOUR
REVENUES

People trust
recommendations from
friends 7X more than
traditional advertising.

Build user loyalty by
delivering a social app
experience.

People are more likely to
purchase a product when
learning about it from
friends.
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WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

Integrating GetSocial in Ruzzle adventure was an easy
choice for us. The GetSocial team makes it extremely
light weight on our own developers to boost the social
experience of the game.

"

Daniel Hasselberg, CEO, MAG Interactive

"
		

GetSocial is the perfect layer to improve all the funnel
metrics. You can increase your k-factor as users can
invite their friends from any social network. Their
features such as chat and community offer the players
the chance to interact with each other which increases
the stickiness and retention. Other features such as
push notifications and in-game virtual purchases
complete the whole funnel.
Alfonso Villar, CEO PlaySpace
		

Thank you for reading the guide!
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